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Abstract

Polymorphic user interfaces are getting more and more interesting as they offer different modes of dis-

play and interaction for different devices or situations and especially for diverse user needs and personal

preferences. Model-based user interface design and development is a widely known approach to reduce

development efforts while maintaining the flexibility to produce diverse UIs. However, it is not much

used in practice because existing approaches often do not offer an attractive balance of abstraction as

required by generators and a concrete and vivid representation for developers. In this paper, we present

the Model-with-Example (MwX) approach. It allows developers to work on a wireflow-like visualisation

while they edit an abstract model of the UI and supports the communication within the project team by

rendering specific storyboards from the abstract model. A first user study shows that the MwX approach

can positively affect development efficiency and overall acceptance of model-based development.

1 Introduction

The concept of polymorphic user interfaces refers to the design of multiple alternative user

interface (UI) instances to address diverse users and usage contexts (Savidis and Stephanidis,

2004). The complexity emerging from this increasing variety in UI design solutions results in

the need for new development approaches. Over years, Model-Based User Interface Design

and Development (MBUID) has become a common approach to reduce efforts in the creation

of polymorphic UIs. It addresses the rising need for variety in UI design that is caused by an

increasingly heterogeneous context of use, including users’ personal needs and preferences,

device capabilities and implementation platforms, as well as environmental conditions under

which the system is used (Meixner et al., 2011). Researchers have developed a number of

MBUID systems that focus on different aspects of the context of use. However, until today,

there is no significant market uptake in the mainstream software industry.
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One important obstacle might be the modelling tools that serve as the interface between de-

velopers and the respective MBUID system. Graphical modelling languages do not seem to be

enough to lower the threshold for UI creators (Vanderdonckt, 2008) and shorten the learning

curve (Peissner, Schuller, et al., 2014). Resulting UIs automatically generated from the created

models are often unpredictable for them (Myers et al., 2000) because of their complexity. To

ensure efficient development processes, the models must be concise and clear. Moreover, the

mechanisms to generate the resulting UIs must be easy to comprehend and control (Peissner,

Schuller, et al., 2014).

This paper makes the following contributions to the field of modelling tools for polymorphic

UIs: (1) It introduces the Model-with-Example approach and explains how it emerges from

an analysis of existing MBUID systems for polymorphic UIs. (2) It presents the concept of a

modelling environment for the new approach. (3) It provides the results of a concept evaluation

with potential users and discusses future improvements and planned extensions.

2 Related Work

The CAMELEON reference framework (Calvary et al., 2003) has become the de facto stan-

dard for structuring MBUID processes and defines four levels of abstraction. The Final User

Interface (FUI) is bound to a specific implementation platform while the Concrete User Inter-

face (CUI) abstracts from the implementation. The CUI still refers to certain ways of interaction

whereas the Abstract User Interface (AUI) is independent of any interaction modality. Finally,

the task & domain level describes processes and concepts relevant for the application. Akiki

et al. (2014) “consider tool support to be crucial for the adoption of adaptive model-driven UI

development by the software industry”.While models enable more flexibility in adaptations by

defining the UI on more abstract levels they require higher developer skills and mental effort

compared to widget toolkits. Therefore, appropriate development tools will be needed to make

MBUID easier and more efficient.

Based on their predominant modelling approach, existing systems can be grouped in two cate-

gories: GUI-Builder-like and task-based approaches. These categories have also been detected

by Nguyen et al. (2016) when reviewing the support for generative UI patterns.

2.1 GUI-Builder-like approaches

One major area of MBUID is the development of UIs that can be used across different technical

platforms. Such multi-platform development tools target at multiple UI implementations (i.e.

FUIs) that are designed as similar as possible. They mostly follow a GUI-Builder-like approach

starting from CUI models. The graphical editors for these models typically work quite similar

to modern Graphical User Interface (GUI) builders available in many Integrated Development

Environments (IDEs) by positioning UI elements like labels, buttons and text fields.

For example, the Damask system presented by Lin and Landay (2008) allows designers to

prototype cross-device UIs with sketches. It supports developers with its collection of cross-

device UI patterns, but does not ensure consistency between their device-specific instances.
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Figure 1. Structural flow of models through the CAMELEON levels of abstraction during mod-

elling by developers and automatic UI generation by the system in different approaches.

Bold arrows on the left of each figure represent the interaction with developers (D) while

modelling. Dashed boxes stand for models that are copied without modification.

Since each device is represented by a new layer, the complexity of creating prototypes increases

rapidly with a growing number of UI variants. In contrast, Meskens et al. (2008) explicitly

present Gummy as a multi-platform GUI builder. Its rule-based transformation engine derives

an initial CUI from the existing platform-specific CUI for each new target platform. Nebeling et

al. (2014) propose XDStudio as an interactive development system for UIs that are distributed

across devices. Authors create UI variants from an existing web-based UI implementation,

either in simulated target environments or directly on target devices. In both modes the author

always gets a very direct impression of the resulting UIs.

This also is the major advantage of modelling at the concrete level in the GUI-Builder-like

approach: Developers are always aware of how the UI finally will be presented to users at run-

time. Many commercial GUI prototyping tools work quite similar. In addition, most systems

perform the generation of UI variants at design-time allowing developers to control the genera-

tion process itself and to check the generated results, but also leading to rapidly growing efforts

in the case of an increasing number of target contexts. UIs variants for different contexts of use

often vary in aspects that result from transformations on higher levels than from CUI to FUI.

Therefore, in GUI-Builder-like approaches an interpretation of the CUI into higher levels of

abstraction is required. This interpretation may either be an implicit part of adaptation rules be-

tween CUIs or explicitly performed as a transformation from a CUI model to an intermediate

AUI model (see Figure 1a). Because adaptation rules can be very complex, developers may

easily create constellations in the CUI without being aware of their meanings. Especially when

combined with a dynamic generation of UI variants at runtime, this problem results in the risk

of incorrect adaptations.

2.2 Task-based approaches

In contrast to multi-platform UIs, personalised and context-sensitive interactive systems pro-

vide each user specific UI to fit the individual needs (Edmonds, 1981) and current contextual
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circumstances (Oppermann, 2005). To maximise possible adaptations, these systems incorpo-

rate models on all CAMELEON abstractions including the task & domain level.

Quill, for example, is an IDE aiming to efficiently support diverse development processes po-

tentially starting from models at any level of abstraction (Motti et al., 2013). It requires all

model transformations to be applicable in both directions. These transformations are still to be

supervised and controlled by the developer. The issue of deriving abstract models from more

concrete ones is also mentioned by García Frey et al. (2012) in the description of UsiComp.

While it is generally capable of performing transformations in both directions, similar to Quill

only forward engineering to more concrete models has already been tested.

The difficulties concerning reverse transformations in practice require a top-down and thus

task-based modelling approach. To generate FUIs, three transformations starting from the task

model are applied that follow all levels of abstraction (see Figure 1b). Each of these transfor-

mation steps may depend on aspects of the context of use and may therefore generate multiple

models at its target level. Due to transformations depending on the context of use and the huge

number of potential variants, the generation process typically has to be performed at runtime. It

is not possible for developers to individually check the generated FUIs before deployment.

3 Model-with-Example

In all previously described modelling approaches a model editor presents a visualization (con-

crete syntax) on the same level of abstraction as the model that is created (abstract syntax). In

contrast, with Model-with-Example (MwX) developers create an AUI model while the editor

provides them a visualization on the more concrete CUI level. However, the AUI is used for

the generation of FUIs resulting in a structural flow of models as depicted in Figure 1c. This

approach addresses three basic requirements for market acceptance to improve the acceptance

of MBUID for polymorphic UIs: Efficiency of the development process, short learning curve

for developers, and transparency of UI generation (Peissner, Schuller, et al., 2014).

Efficiency of the development process: One major aspect of an efficient model-based devel-

opment process is the effort for creating the necessary models. The need for developers to work

with or even manually create comprehensive models on multiple abstraction levels results in

high modelling efforts. Therefore, MwX is based on the creation of one single concise AUI

model. All transformations are performed during the runtime generation process. Developers

are not required to manipulate or even look at any generated intermediate model. New UI vari-

ants can easily be added to the runtime system without the need for developers to change any

model or perform any transformation in the development environment.

Short learning curve:While abstraction is necessary to enable a wide variety of UIs, in today’s

development practice “designers are accustomed to starting with concrete interfaces” (Lin and

Landay, 2008) and “prefer to have a concrete representation during their design activities”

(Meskens et al., 2008). The creation of more abstract models (i.e. task models) results in a

big conceptual distance between those models and the developers’ mental model of a UI. The

mental effort for model creation rises and initially learning to create such models gets harder.
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Similar to GUI-Builder-like approaches, in MwX developers work with a CUI representation.

This means there is a small distance between the level of abstraction the developer is working

on and the FUI presented to users at runtime. In consequence, we expect MwX to reduce the

effort of learning to create AUI models.

Transparency of UI generation: A development environment for polymorphic UIs provides

transparency of the generation process if developers are able to figure out a clear connection

between the specified model and the final generated output (see Myers et al., 2000). However,

reverse transformations in middle-out processes as mentioned for Quill and implicit interpre-

tations in GUI-Builder-like approaches make it hard for them to gain a proper understanding

of the underlying mechanisms due to potentially ambiguous results. Voice menus, for example,

might use the same mechanisms for navigation options and possible transactions, for which

most designers would use different controls on a graphical UI. MwX uses only forward trans-

formations from more abstract CAMELEON levels to more concrete models. Thus, it supports

the transparency of the generation process by preventing ambiguous transformation steps. Ad-

ditionally, MwX increases transparency by using a concrete visualization directly in the model

editor, providing developers an immediate overview of possible UIs resulting from the model

they currently create.

3.1 Concrete representation as wireframes

The MwXmodel editor is based on the concepts of the Abstract Application Interaction Model

(AAIM), an User Interface Description Language (UIDL) on the AUI level that is based on

Unified Modeling Language (UML 2) state machine diagrams. It has been explicitly designed

to serve as the only concise artefact to be created by application developers (Peissner, Häbe,

et al., 2012). The concept of interaction situations is used to represent the purpose of each state

in the modelled interaction flow. For example, an interaction situation SelectOneOfMany in the

AAIM could result in a drop-down list widget or a grid of buttons at runtime.

In the MwXmodel editor, an AAIM is not displayed in the original boxes-and-arrows notation,

but as wireframes that represent one of its specific CUIs. This combination results in a represen-

tation similar to wireflows (Laubheimer, 2016), which provide an impression of an application’s

interaction structure as well as of its page layout. The editor selects the displayed CUI variant

based on user, platform and environment profiles. These profiles may be predefined similar

to XDStudio’s distribution profiles (Nebeling et al., 2014) or individually customised on-the-

fly like in the What-You-See-Is-What-Others-Get (WYSIWOG) preview of MyUI (Peissner,

Häbe, et al., 2012).

The model editor contains two views: an overview showing a complete AAIM and a detail

view of a single state. In the model overview the level of detail depends on the zoom level of

the editor. When zooming out, interaction situations are represented by their name for a more

compact textual visualisation (see Figure 2). Zooming into more detail results in the visual

representation of the interaction situations by their wireframes. The same wireframe represen-

tation is used in the detail view that can be opened with a double click on a specific state. In

both views, interaction situations can be edited by drag-and-drop them from the palette on the

right or by entering their name directly.
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Figure 2.General concept of the AAIM editor following the Model-with-Example approach. Inter-

action states are represented bywireframes according to the selected context of use profiles.

Navigation paths are shown as green transition arrows.

(a) Step-by-step definition of a story in the

AAIM editor. Only states directly reachable

from the current one are highlighted and se-

lectable.

(b) Example of a generated storyboard as a linear

representation of a defined story. Each step is

shown as the corresponding wireframe visu-

alisation of the AAIM detail view.

Figure 3. Concept of the storyboard feature of the MwX modelling environment.

3.2 Generation of specific storyboards

UI storyboards have proven to be a valuable tool in the creation of interactive systems over

decades (Vertelney, 1989). They clearly visualise the interaction sequence of only one defined

usage story and thus reduce complexity for communication with stakeholders. The availabil-

ity of concrete wireframe representations enables the MwX environment to generate specific

storyboards for each set of user characteristics, platform specifications and environmental pa-

rameters. The modelling environment allows developers to interactively define a set of stories

based on an existing AAIM as shown in Figure 3a. By clicking on a specific state with the

story tool, it is selected as the starting point of a new story. Subsequent steps of the story can

be defined accordingly. The editor supports developers by highlighting states that are directly

connected to the state selected before by a transition. Only these states may be used as next step

of the sequence to ensure consistency.
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(a) Prototype A, created according to the origi-

nal MyUI AAIM editor in order to match the

visual appearance of the MwX prototype.

(b) Prototype B: Model-with-Example AAIM

editor showing wireframes for the platform

profile of a smart TV.

Figure 4. Screenshots of the prototypes used for comparison in the evaluation study.

Defined stories can be opened in the storyboard view. This view presents a side-by-side repre-

sentation of the respective interaction sequence as depicted in Figure 3b. States are displayed

as duplicated wireframes if they occur multiple times in the definition of a story.

4 Evaluation with Developers

We carried out a user study with UI developers to evaluate if the MwX approach is suitable for

the model-driven development of polymorphic UIs, addressing these research questions:

RQ1 Does the MwX approach reduce the effort of creating an AUI model?

RQ2 Is the MwX approach able to gain additional benefits in the creation of an AUI model?

RQ3 Does the MwX approach improve the overall acceptance of the AUI modelling?

4.1 Procedure

The study was conducted with eight industrial developers from three companies located in

different European countries. Their overall occupation with the design and development of

user interfaces ranges from 10% to 80% (𝑀 = 41.25, 𝑆𝐷 = 24.16) of their work. The self-
assessment of their overall knowledge of the Unified Modeling Language covers the complete

5-point range (𝑀 = 2.63, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.41). In total, three group sessions of 90-120 minutes each
have been carried out with the following structure: After the welcome and consent forms the

moderator introduced the participants to the topic of polymorphic UIs and the basics of the

MyUI approach to MBUID. After this introduction the participants completed a questionnaire

to assess how relevant the topic is for them. Next, two animated prototypes of AAIM model

editors were presented. PrototypeA had been designed according to the original AAIM editor of

MyUI (see Figure 4a). Prototype B followed the concept of a MwX model editor as described

above (see Figure 4b). Both prototypes demonstrated the creation of the same AAIM for a

simple email application. The order of the presentation of both prototypes has been randomized

for each session. An additional prototype had been created to demonstrate the definition of a
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A (MyUI) B (MwX) Diff. (𝐵 − 𝐴) Storyboard

Scale Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

ABS 3.22 0.86 4.16 0.33 +0.94 0.95

COM 4.67 0.40

EFF 3.66 0.80 4.53 0.39 +0.88 0.61 4.88 0.19

BEN 3.54 0.96 4.33 0.67 +0.79 0.87 4.29 0.60

ACC 3.25 1.28 4.38 0.74 +1.13 1.46 4.63 0.74

Note.M = mean, SD = standard deviation.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the comparison of both AAIM editors including the difference of

the scales calculated per participant and for the storyboard feature.

story and generation of the respective storyboard as depicted in Figure 3. The sessionwas closed

after discussion about open issues of the participants.

After the presentation of each prototype the participants rate that prototype using a question-

naire that had been specifically designed for this study. All contained items were based on

5-point Likert scales labelled from 1 ‘Do not agree at all’ to 5 ‘Completely agree’. To address

the research questions defined above, five scales have been used in the questionnaires: Ap-

propriate level of abstraction (ABS) contained four items related to RQ1 for the model editor

comparison. Efficiency of use (EFF) was related to RQ1 in general with four items. Support of

communication (COM) addressed RQ2 with regards to the storyboard feature in three items.

Expected benefits (BEN) covered general aspects of RQ2 with three items. Overall acceptance

(ACC) directly related to RQ3 with a single item.

4.2 Results

The overall ratings for the editor comparison calculated as the mean of all participants’ values

are shown in Table 1. Although the ratings for the MyUI prototype are on a medium level, the

value of each of the scales is higher for the MwX prototype. When comparing standard devia-

tions for both prototypes, values of all scales are noticeable smaller for the MwX prototype.

Calculating the difference as the mean of the difference per user results in remarkably high

standard deviations. Looking into details, only one participant rated the level of abstraction of

the MwX prototype slightly lower than the original AAIM editor (𝐴𝐵𝑆𝐵 − 𝐴𝐵𝑆𝐴 = −0.25),
while the other participants rated it to be more appropriate. For the efficiency of use, despite one

participant with an equal rating for both prototypes there are only positive differences. Similar

to the first scale, the results for the expected benefits show one participant with a negative

difference (𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐵 − 𝐵𝐸𝑁𝐴 = −0.33). In addition one participant gave the same ratings for
both prototypes. In the case of the overall acceptance, one participant rated the MwX prototype

one point lower than prototype A and two participants rated both prototypes to be equal.

The quantitative results for the storyboard feature are also shown in Table 1. Mean ratings of all

four scales are very positive with values considerably over the neutral value ‘3’. The efficiency
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of use even nearly reaches themaximum,meaning that almost all participants completely agree.

Particular attention should be paid to the COM scale as it relates to the central intention of

this feature. All participants rated the support of communication with a value of ‘4’ or higher

with four ratings at the maximum value of ‘5’. Standard deviation values are quite low for all

contained scales, comparable to those of the MwX model editor prototype described above.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

Since our work aims to improve the acceptance of MBUID for polymorphic UIs only devel-

opers that are currently not used to MBUID approaches participated in the presented study.

Results might differ for developers already familiar with existing modelling approaches. The

participants have not used the modelling tool on their own, so results regarding the efficiency

of use should be interpreted as an anticipation rather than a perception.

However, the results of the user study show that the MwX approach has potential to improve

the anticipated efficiency ofMBUID for polymorphic UIs. It can reduce development efforts by

providing amodelling tool that works on appropriate abstraction levels according to developers’

mental models. At the same time, the proposed concept decreases the direct efforts of using the

model editor. Supporting project communication seems to be an interesting benefit of MwX

as demonstrated by means of the automatic rendering of storyboards. However, according to

their qualitative comments, participants were concerned about AAIMs getting too complex

for real-world applications. Strong support for modularization of AUI models might help to

reduce cluttered visualisation in case of large models. This would also support mainstream

development practices for teams working concurrently at different parts of the same model.

Working with specific usage stories has proven to be an important opportunity to investigate

further. In addition, a notation for stories that is independent of an existing AAIM would allow

to define use cases and stories upfront in analysis and design. Predefined stories can serve

as a specification for the AUI to be modelled, comparable to test specifications in test-driven

development (Beck, 2002). The modelling environment would be able to automatically check

consistency between the defined stories and the modelled AUI. This would enable a flexible

usage of the MwX modelling environment according to individual development processes.
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